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The VRoma Project (www.vroma.org) is a virtual community for teaching and learning Classics; the
heart of the project is an online virtual place, a Multi-User Virtual Environment (MUVE) that embodies a
spatial and cultural simulation of the ancient city of Rome, with a notional date of 150 CE. All MUVEs
share certain basic characteristics; they “enable multiple simultaneous participants to access virtual contexts,
to interact with digital artifacts, to represent themselves through ‘avatars,’ to communicate with other
participants and with computer-based agents, and to enact collaborative learning activities of various types.” 1
VRoma, however, is not a commercial MUVE created with proprietary software that must be downloaded,
like the popular sites Second Life or Worlds of Warcraft; because of their business model, such sites are able
to employ elaborate animated 3-D graphics and endlessly customizable, moving avatars. In contrast, VRoma
is free, requires no special software or hardware beyond a browser and Internet connection, and interweaves
text with static 2-D images. However, VRoma has a completely educational, non-commercial purpose; it is
an example of open educational technology, what Brian Lamb and Jim Groom describe as safe, online spaces
“beholden only to the scholarly communities that use them.” 2 VRoma utilizes the enCore platform
(www.encore-consortium.org), which brings the multimedia capabilities of the web to the text-based, objectoriented MOO, including a graphical user interface and many educational tools. 3
VRoma was designed to provide a context for situated learning of the Latin language and Roman
culture; the simulation of ancient Rome was built by committed Classics teachers at all levels using accurate
content and authentic materials--photos of ancient artifacts, reconstructions, maps, and plans based on sound
scholarship, etc. Since VRoma is a MUVE, however, we could make learning engaging, experiential, and
immersive by creating a microworld, “a framework for learning through meaningful and playful
interaction.” 4
Microworlds must be intrinsically motivating; to achieve its goals, VRoma must trigger a sense of
presence, of being there. According to Chris Dede, “psychological immersion is achievable in MUVEs by
design strategies that combine actional, symbolic and sensory factors in manipulating one's avatar to further
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the suspension of disbelief that one is ‘inside’ a virtual environment.” 5 High-production MUVEs utilize 3-D
graphical animations rendered on the computer screen from the egocentric perspective of a customizable,
moving avatar to create the illusion of sensory immersion. Without such animated avatars and sophisticated
rendering engines, VRoma cannot evoke the same feeling of sensory immersion; instead we rely on other
kinds of cues to enlist the player's imagination as an active collaborator in the process of synthesis and
representation of the virtual environment. The player’s own imagination must simulate space and motion. 6
A visit to the Circus Maximus will illustrate how VRoma employs many symbolic and actional cues
and prompts to elicit a sense of imaginative immersion.

Figure 1. Circus Maximus content

The symbolic cues in this location are designed to evoke an egocentric frame of reference, including the eye-
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level photo of the circus model and the description's second-person visual perspective augmented by words
suggesting sound and motion. The links provide an opportunity for self-regulated learning; the player who
chooses to click on “Enclosure” will see a third-person description of the pulvinar in a smaller pop-up
window, illustrated by images of authentic ancient artifacts which enliven the description and contribute to
the imaginative sense of excitement and movement. According to Chris Dede, such combinations of
egocentric (view from within, as a participant) and exocentric (view from outside, observing and reflecting)
frames of reference are ideally suited to promote learning. 7

Figure 2. Circus Maximus dialogue

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate how actional factors can powerfully augment the symbolic cues. As Dede
explains, “inducing actional immersion involves empowering the participant in an experience to initiate
actions that have novel, intriguing consequences.” 8 While content specialists can produce the symbolic cues,
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the programmer's magic wand is required to enable actions and interactions. Synchronous chat and talking
bots have long been a part of the MOO platform, but Daniel Jung, chief programmer for enCore version 5,
has programmed a redesigned “player bot,” a computer agent who will mimic a real player when activated
(appearing among the list of connected players and in the player frame at the bottom right of the screen along
with other players in the location, receiving and replying to SMS messages, etc). In this case, the real
players Scintilla and Aedificator are able to greet Antoninus Pius and receive varying responses (emperors
are notoriously unpredictable) and converse with him. When Scintilla gets exasperated and makes a rude
gesture, she learns the dangers of mocking imperial authority in Rome. By clicking on a chariot, Scintilla is
able to initiate a more thrilling action.

Figure 3. Circus Maximus chariot ride
Enlisting the imaginative collaboration of the player, the image (from an ancient Roman gilded silver
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platter) enables the player to visualize the action, while the messages (printed sequentially in the chat frame
with slight delays between each) invoke the other senses and provide a narrative with consequences that
cannot be predicted, since there are a number of different options for each. The player, who sees the
narrative in second-person while the other players in the location see it in third-person with the name of the
player riding in the chariot, never knows whether he/she will emerge from the ride looking like a hero or a
fool.
While this type of immersion may seem simplistic when compared to the elaborate 3-D animated
graphical environments available today, it can have great educational potential. 9 In fact, the lack of
animation and 3-D visual effects opens up more opportunities for text and language usage, fostering a
different kind of experiential learning, while the less complex and expensive technology allows teachers and
students to create their own spaces, objects, and games more easily.
The VRoma virtual environment combines an ancient setting and content with a very modern
interface. Our emphasis on maintaining accuracy and authenticity as we recreate the context of ancient
Roman society does not preclude interweaving effects dependent on the magic of modern computing (what
Chris Dede terms the "Alice-in-Wonderland interface" of virtual environments). 10 VRoma is a
reconstruction of ancient Rome for the twenty-first century, and we are as concerned to make modern
technology work in an ancient setting as we are to give vitality to an ancient civilization through modern
technology. For example, a document or file has become a scroll, a log is represented by the icon of a wax
tablet, and a tape recorder has become a scribe.
The most significant blending of ancient and modern in VRoma is the ability of players to experience
VRoma's computer interface in classical Latin, including all the system messages, menus, and buttons. In
2008, thanks to a grant from the Classical Association of the Atlantic States, six classicists spent a week
translating all the messages and tool tips in VRoma into classical Latin. The principles of this translation,
explained in an online glossary (http://www.vroma.org/help/glossary.html), uphold the authenticity of
VRoma's ancient setting without underplaying the modern computer interface. players who know Latin can
now experience Latin as a "working" language that appears constantly and naturally within the virtual world.
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Latin learners come to see Latin as an actual mode of communication, with the added fun that it is a
computer speaking to them in classical Latin; this reinforces the games and activities in VRoma that prompt
them to communicate in Latin. They can receive help by consulting the glossary and choosing English for
their tooltips.
VRoma is an online “place” where players can experience Rome, not just understand it. They can
learn about ancient social life by enacting it, by living like a Roman within VRoma's virtual environment.
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